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Full list of completed work 

Updates 

Reference No. Description 

 CV-6201 Email Integration support for self-hosted clients is ready for set-up and testing by installed 

clients. 

 CV-6616 ClearView Batch now defaults the Fund and Appeal values for a Pledge Payment with 

those values from the associated Pledge record. 

 CV-6616 ClearView Batch now defaults the Prospect, Fund, Appeal, Payment Method, Check No., 

and (Check) Date values for a Split Payment with those values from the previous entry in 

the split. 

 CV-6697 The Epicor Financial Management Utility includes a new Batch No. range parameter. 

 CV-6671 In anticipation of the Jasper 6.2.1 upgrade, the Version of Jasper to use administrative 

Application Setting is updated with a 6.2 option. 

 CV-6664 User Number values for fields displayed in the Prospect Info Tab, or any data table, respect 

number formats defined in Modify Label settings. 

 CV-6575 In List Manager, when a user navigates away from and back to a Query with unsaved filter 

changes, improved pop-up messaging better explains a user’s options in this context. 

Fixes 

Reference No. Description 

 CV-6696 Default labels for select Gift VAE fields that were missing are now accurate. 

 CV-6688 The Premium Declined and Complimentary flags in Registration records respect 

application defaults. 

 CV-6687 Account Updater is no longer restricted by the ACCTINT permission. 

 CV-6679 Date format logic was improved for dates without times to accurately support Daylight 

Savings rules. 

 



 

 

Fixes (Cont’d) 

Reference No. Description 

 CV-6694 A Prospect Search error related to using the Query filter as part of search criteria has 

been rectified. 

 CV-6055 Action records no longer permit Start Time values to be chronologically after End Time 

values when the Start Date and End Date are on the same day. 

 CV-6476 The accepted Phone format for Prospect Quick Search was fixed to match the 

suggested search format. 

 CV-6668 Styling on the Send to Calendar pop-up window was cleaned up. 

 CV-6693 Embedded report pagination functionality was improved for better performance. 

 CV-6691 Downloading an attachment or report when using a supported Internet Explorer browser 

no longer causes ClearView to malfunction.  

 CV-6684 Graph-style embedded reports that are re-run now reload properly. 

 CV-6707 Administrative lookup loading was improved to handle heavier data loads. 

 CV-6710 ClearView Table Maintenance now allows new codes to include dashes and/or 

underscores. 

 CV-6714 WealthEngine 7 backend logic was removed and updated with logic for newer 

WealthEngine versions. (Released in a 2.6.5.1 patch) 

 CV-6715 Labels are now refreshed correctly when logging in as a different tenant. (Released in a 

2.6.5.1 patch) 

 

 

  



 

 

Setup notes for installed clients 

Using functionality associated with the administrative feature Opportunity VAE Stage Change Rules (CV-6489) 

and/or Lookup Group Configuration (CV-6490) requires a database update.  At minimum, core donor 

database version 4.7.3.2 is required to use those updates. 

Installed clients can contact Client Services with any inquiries regarding upgrading ClearView and 

JasperReports: support@softrek.com or 1.800.442.9211. 

 

Core donor database version 

This version of ClearView utilizes core donor database version 4.7.3.1, with select features requiring 4.7.3.2.  

Cloud clients automatically receive the most recent ClearView deployment, and are contacted by Client 

Services to schedule an upgrade to the latest core donor database version as needed.  For self-hosted clients, 

this version of ClearView cannot be installed until your database has been upgraded to at least core donor 

database version 4.7.3.1 or, ideally, 4.7.3.2 to leverage all features. 

ClearView 2.6.5 requires a minimum PledgeMaker schema version 4.7.3.1, with select features requiring 4.7.3.2. 

Additionally, ClearView 2.0+ requires Oracle Database version 11g.  This version of ClearView also requires Java 

7 (JDK 1.7) to be installed on the server it is running on. 

 

Workstation requirements and supported browsers 

To obtain the best performance results with ClearView CRM, workstations should have the following 

specifications (at minimum): 

 Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent 

 2GB of RAM 

 1280x1024 desktop resolution 

 Broadband Internet connection (business-level DSL, cable, fiber-optic, etc.)  

Having several applications running concurrently in an operating system can negatively affect any software 

application's performance. Using ClearView CRM on a modern, high-end workstation will mean better, more 

responsive performance. Using ClearView CRM on an older PC running many applications at the same time will 

likely result in less-than-optimum performance. Following the above guidelines allows ClearView CRM to offer 

users the best possible experience. 

The following browsers are officially tested and supported for use with ClearView CRM: 

 Internet Explorer 9+ 

 Firefox 8+ 

 Chrome 15+  

Previous versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome, as well as the Safari browser, have not been tested 

and are not officially supported. We recommend you use the latest version of any supported browser. 



 

 

Client Services contact information 

If you have any questions, please contact our support team: 

 Phone: 716.691.2800 or 1.800.442.9211 

 Email: support@softrek.com 

 Fax: 716.691.2828 

 Address: 

SofTrek Corporation 

30 Bryant Woods North 

Amherst, NY 14228 


